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Announcing the recipients of the 2023 Wisconsin Titan 100
Titan CEO and headline sponsor Wipfli LLP are pleased to announce the 2023 Wisconsin Titan 100.
The Titan 100 program recognizes Wisconsin’s Top 100 CEO’s & C-level executives. They are the
area’s most accomplished business leaders in their industry using criteria that includes
demonstrating exceptional leadership, vision, and passion. Collectively the 2023 Wisconsin Titan
100 and their companies employ more than 100,000 individuals and generate $36 billion dollars in
annual revenues. This year’s honorees will be published in a limited-edition Titan 100 book and
profiled exclusively online. They will be honored at the annual awards ceremony on January 12th,
2023 at Fiserv Forum, and will be given the opportunity to interact and connect multiple times
throughout the year with their fellow Titans.
“The Titan 100 are shaping the future of the Wisconsin business community by building a
distinguished reputation that is unrivaled and preeminent in their field. We proudly recognize the
Titan 100 for their successes and contributions. We know that they will have a profound impact that
makes an extraordinary difference for their customers and clients across the nation.” says Jaime
Zawmon, President of Titan CEO.
The Titan 100 embody the true diversity of the Wisconsin business landscape. Representing
technology, manufacturing, education, healthcare, construction/real estate, professional services,
hospitality, transportation, and non-profit organizations among many others.
The annual Titan 100 awards celebration on January 12th, 2023 will be held at Fiserv Forum, home
of the Milwaukee Bucks. This unique cocktail-style awards event will gather 100 Titans of Industry
and their guests for an evening unlike anything that exists in the Wisconsin business community.
“On behalf of all the partners and associates at Wipfli we congratulate all the Titan100 winners. It’s
an honor to recognize this diverse group of leaders in Wisconsin. We appreciate the lasting impact
each leader has made, and continues to make, in building organizations of significance both here in
Wisconsin and abroad. Your ingenuity and creativity have set you apart, and the honor of being
seen as an industry Titan is richly deserved,” says Gina Skibo, Partner at Wipfli.

###

About Titan CEO
Titan CEO brings CEOs together through private events and roundtables. We also provide private,
instructor-led peer groups for Titan CEO members. Held monthly, our CEO peer groups are
designed to meet a CEOs unique need as a business leader by facilitating curriculum that helps to
build business valuation and tackle everyday business challenges. We offer a suite of resources
including private coaching, high-level networking, and executive level retreats. Through our
community, we aim to work with CEOs to help them connect and grow as Titans of industry.

About Wipfli LLP
At Wipfli, we're committed to providing industry-focused assurance, accounting, tax and consulting
services that make a lasting, positive impact on our clients — helping them overcome personal and
business challenges and plan for future success. Wipfli ranks among the top 20 accounting and
business consulting firms in the nation, with more than 127,000 clients and 3,100 associates. We're
proud to give our clients the value and experience of a diverse firm that specializes in a wide range
of services and industries, dedicated to enduring results, outstanding service and lifetime
relationships. Learn more at wipfli.com.
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